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1 Introduction

Development economics has become a battleground for a methodological debate that has raged in economics since the 1980s (Heckman and Robb 1985, Lalonde 1986, and Fraker and Maynard 1987; in development economics see Prichett and Sandefeur 2013 and Ravallion 2009; for a comprehensive review of the methods discussed here see Imbens and Wooldridge 2009) and more broadly in the social and medical sciences for almost half a century (e.g., Chalmers et al. 1970; Meier
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The contention concerns the validity of experimental versus non-experimental (or observational or econometric) methods in estimating the impact of interventions. Randomized experiments offer a research design which, if implemented cleanly, yields unbiased estimates of the impact of interventions on a wide range of outcomes of interest, and from this perspective non-experimental methods are questioned as unreliable in the sense of requiring strong, untestable, and often implausible assumptions. Observational studies instead use econometric methods (including simple regression analysis, instrumental variables, difference-in-differences, regression discontinuity, and matching), each with its own assumptions, strengths, and weaknesses, to estimate the impact of programs by analyzing data ranging from small-scale surveys to nationally representative censuses. From this perspective, observational studies have the potential that experiments often lack: of tackling big questions and estimating impacts for entire populations.

This paper provides a survey of six widely used non-experimental methods for estimating the impact of programs in the context of developing economies, and assesses their strengths and weaknesses relative both to each other and to randomized controlled trials. While this paper will not delve into the nuances of experiments, it is worthwhile at the outset considering their evident advantages, in order to setup a benchmark of comparison for non-experimental methods.

The distinction between internal and external validity will be important to our discussion. Internal validity refers to the unbiasedness of an estimator within a given research sample or experiment. Internal validity is often dependent on the validity of underlying assumptions, and hence is closely linked to the ability to test some or all of these assumptions. While the internal validity of an estimator ultimately depends on the validity of both the testable and untestable assumptions, the ability to test some of the assumptions of an estimator will be viewed as bolstering the credibility of its assumptions and its internal validity in this narrower sense (see Heckman and Hotz 1989).

External validity refers to the ability to forecast (predict, extrapolate) the estimate from the research sample to a population of policy interest. This becomes a challenge when the treatment effect in the research sample can differ from the treatment effect in other subpopulations; as a matter of practice, treatment effect heterogeneity is typical in micro data (Fink et al. 2011 provides evidence for, and discusses the statistical challenges of detecting, such heterogeneity).

Randomized experiments’ strength are their internal validity: with a well-implemented experiment, the experimental design guarantees an unbiased estimate of the treatment impact of interest. At the same time, the challenge of implementing a randomized experiment in the real world implies that experimental populations are rarely representative of the population of policy interest and indeed are often small, non-representative groups chosen for their convenience and willingness to
participate in an experiment. While development economists have been at the fore-
front of moving experiments out of labs in elite colleges and into the real world,
the basic issue remains that despite the impressive powers of persuasion of field
researchers it is difficult to implement experiments over the whole population of
policy interest. As we will discuss below, although there is no simple ranking of
non-experimental methods vis-à-vis experiments or among themselves, internal
and external validity prove to be useful criteria for a comparison.

A third dimension along which estimators are usually compared in evaluation
settings is efficiency; while the bias-efficiency tradeoff is conceptually important, it
is not typically useful in comparing experimental and non-experimental methods,
as both sets of methods can be efficient under their respective assumptions.

While the comparison between experiments and non-experimental methods
is often seen as a choice between mutually exclusive alternatives or even a contest
of competing methods, we will argue below that both of these sets of methods
face similar conceptual challenges, although they tackle them quite differently,
and furthermore can sometimes be fruitfully combined.

2 ATEX vs. ATE and Ideal Experiments vs. Feasible
Experiments vs. Ideal Non-Experiments

It will be useful to define some simple terminology for thinking through the rela-
tive merits of different evaluation methods. Suppose that we are trying to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of a treatment (e.g., an educational innovation in primary
schools) for a population of interest (e.g., the universe of elementary-aged school
children in a country). Let \( i \) index individuals in the population, \( T_i = 1 \) denote indi-
viduals exposed to the new educational program, and \( T_i = 0 \) denote individuals
exposed to the default (control) program. For each individual \( i \) and outcome of
interest \( Y \) (e.g., grades on a standardized test), \( Y_{1i} \) denotes the potential grade
outcome if individual \( i \) is exposed to the treatment, and \( Y_{0i} \) denotes the potential
grade outcome if individual \( i \) is exposed to the control.

The average treatment effect of interest is defined as:

\[
ATE = E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}).
\]

However, in all but ideal experiments, experimenters are rarely able to rand-
omize the treatment over the full population, \( P \), and instead assign the treatment
within an experimental population \( E \subset P \). For example, Muralidharan and Sundar-
raraman (2012) are interested in the effect of performance pay on teacher and
student performance. Given that the policy experiment was conducted within the
state of Karnataka, one would imagine the population of interest being all schools or students within the state. As a matter of practice they are able to randomize within 5 of 30 districts in the state. In this case, define

$$ATEX = E(Y_{i1} | i \in E) - E(Y_{i0} | i \in E).$$

$ATEX$ differs from $ATE$ to the extent that the experimental population is systematically different from the overall population of interest and, in particular, there is heterogeneity in the treatment effect at the individual or group level. In the Muralidharan and Sundararaman example, to the extent they select districts at random they might be representative of the overall population; however, even with an experimental selection protocol, by random chance it might be that the sampled districts differ systematically from the state as a whole with respect to their treatment effect.

Assuming the experimental protocol is reliably implemented in the field, $T_i$ is randomly assigned which implies that

$$E(Y_{j1}) = E(Y_{j1} | T_i = 0) = E(Y_{j1} | T_i = 1), \text{ for } j = 0, 1,$$

and that $ATE$ and $ATEX$ can be estimated by its sample analogue. Any failure of the experimental protocol would imply that the sample analogue would be a biased estimator.

In a non-experimental setting, there are also analogous potential steps that can affect the internal or external validity of an estimator. First, if the data that are being used to estimate the treatment effect are not representative of the full population of interest (e.g., a non-representative survey), then again we would find ourselves focusing on $ATEX$. Second, in a non-experimental setting some assumptions are required to estimate $E(Y_{i1})$ and $E(Y_{i0})$ from sample data. We will discuss specific assumptions in Sections 3 and 4 below, but examples include selection on observables or linearity.

Setting up experimental and non-experimental estimators in parallel is not meant to imply that each of these steps plays an equally important role in randomized trials and observational studies, although in some instances it does. The first step, from $ATE$ to $ATEX$, is the result of different constraints in experimental and non-experimental settings. In experiments the constraint is the ability to run an experiment on the full population of interest, which in turn is because of the cost and challenges of maintaining an experimental protocol for a very large

---

1 $ATEX$ can be thought of as the local treatment average effect (LATE) in the sense that the feasible population for an experiment corresponds to the local population for whom the treatment effect is estimated. I avoid using the term LATE at this point, since this term carries a specific meaning in the context of instrumental variables estimators.
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population and the unwillingness of most policymakers to experiment on a vast scale. While there are instances of representative, large-scale experiments (e.g., Muralidharan and Sundararaman 2012), these have become more challenging over time, as developing countries are increasingly adopting explicit and rigorous human subjects standards for development research (e.g., India, Brazil and China; see VandenBosch 2011).\(^2\) In non-experiments, the challenge concerns the data available for the evaluation exercise, which are not always representative of the overall population of interest. However, the fact that representative data sets exist and can readily be gathered using well-developed sampling techniques suggests that the \(ATE\) is a less challenging target in a non-experiment than an experiment.

Although external validity is ultimately a property of the data used for an analysis rather than the estimator, this discussion underlines the fact that some estimators are more naturally suited to some data environments and hence will be associated with distinct challenges of external validity.\(^3\)

It is worth underlining the implicit assumption of treatment effect heterogeneity in this discussion. Estimating \(ATEX\) rather than \(ATE\) is only problematic if \(ATEX \neq ATE\) and hence if the treatment effect varies systematically across individuals or subgroups in the population. Of course, a rich vein of microeconometric evidence suggests that when we look for treatment effect heterogeneity we tend to find it (see Heckman 2001 and references cited therein).

A feature which both experiments and non-experiments share in common is the challenge of extrapolating from a given time period, location, or range of values to another setting. Although in non-experimental settings this is sometimes more explicit (e.g., through the use of time effects in a regression framework) the same problem is implicit in experiments as well; as we discuss below, a similar set of assumptions, with their concomitant strengths and weaknesses, can be used to extrapolate experimental results, for example through meta-analysis.

The second step, from either \(ATE\) or \(ATEX\) to an estimator, marks the sharpest difference between experiments and non-experiments. In experiments, randomized experimental design guarantees that sample analogues (typically means) are unbiased estimators of their population equivalents. This requires the assumption that the experimental protocol was successfully implemented in the population.

\(^2\) Political science offers an important set of counter-examples to this. In a context where an experiment can be embedded in a representative survey, there is more hope for experiments with external validity. There is inherently less scope for this technique in evaluating large-scale policy variation. I thank an anonymous referee for making this point.

\(^3\) I thank an anonymous referee for clarifying this point.
field. In contrast, in non-experiments, this step involves assumptions that are both stringent and usually untestable (e.g., selection on observables or an exclusions restriction in the instrumental variables context; depending on the setting, these assumptions can be more or less plausible – further discussion below).

A third step – violation of assumptions – is common across both types of settings, although qualitatively different. In an experiment, the violation of assumptions is usually a failure of the experimental protocol or a shortcoming of the design. Examples of this include a breakdown of implementation in the field (e.g., discretionary violations of assignment to treatment), contamination effects, macro effects, multi-site effects, and program entry effects. Careful monitoring and supervision of the experiments in the field can detect some of these, and some can be partially tested (e.g., testing for balance of pre-treatment covariates corroborates randomization of assignment to treatment).

In non-experimental settings, the assumptions are: restrictions on the form of the selection process (e.g., an exclusion restriction); functional form (e.g., linearity); or parametric (e.g., normally distributed unobservables). These are inherently difficult to verify, although there are specific situations in which they can be rejected based on testable implications in the data.

In the next two sections we discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of specific non-experimental methods.

3 Non-Experimental Alternatives

3.1 Instrumental Variables Estimators

Instrumental variables (IV) estimators are a natural extension of experiments with two intermediate steps (provided by Imbens and Angrist 1994 and Angrist et al. 1996). First, in addition to random assignment to treatment, consider natural experiments or other plausibly exogenous (“instrumental”) variables that influence assignment to treatment. (Instruments must be independent of potential outcomes and not influence the outcome directly, only indirectly through assignment to treatment). Second, allow that the instrument only imperfectly predicts assignment to treatment. The simplest example is an encouragement design or a natural experiment in which: units are randomly assigned an encouragement to take the treatment; encouragement increases the probability of being treated; and non-compliance is possible (opting into or out of the treatment despite encouragement status). (Note that if the instrument perfectly predicted assignment to
treatment, then conceptually one would be back in the world of randomized controlled trials).

For example, Angrist et al. (2002) use a lottery that assigned school-choice vouchers in Colombia as an instrumental variable for using a school-choice voucher. Even though the lottery assigned the vouchers randomly, not all winners used them. While exogeneity is satisfied by the randomization of the lottery, the exclusion restriction – that winning a school voucher lottery only affects school outcomes through use of the voucher – is a necessary, albeit plausible, assumption. Of course, the same framework can be used when exogeneity is assumed rather than implemented through randomization of the treatment. For example, Duflo (2001) uses a school construction program in Indonesia as an instrument for the level of education. The exogeneity assumption cannot be – and is not – taken for granted, since incremental schools were not randomly located, but using both knowledge of the program and additional evidence she argues for its plausibility.

Because assignment to treatment is potentially self-selected, ordinary least squares or a difference in means based on the treatment is a potentially biased estimator of the treatment impact. Likewise the same estimators based on the instrument or encouragement variable are causal, but are causal effects of the instrument or encouragement and not of the underlying treatment (know as the intention-to-treat effect or ITT). Imbens and Angrist (1994) show that the IV estimator provides a consistent estimate of the impact of the treatment on the outcome for the subset of individuals known as compliers (the local average treatment effect, where in the notation of Section 2, $E=\text{compliers}$); these are individuals who will take the treatment if encouraged, but who would not take the treatment if not encouraged. In particular, they show that this is the only subset of the population for whom there is observable variation from the instrument, because those who do not comply are either always in the treatment or always in the control.\footnote{The fourth possibility – individuals who take the treatment if not encouraged, and don't take it if they are encouraged – is assumed away.}

The internal validity of the IV estimator depends on the source of the instrument; if it is from a randomized trial or plausible natural experiment its internal validity rivals that of an experiment (subject to the plausibility of the exclusion restriction). However, because it identifies a local average treatment effect, the IV estimator has a lower degree of external validity than an ideal experiment (although not necessarily a feasible experiment in the sense defined in Section 2). This is depicted in Figure 1.
Regression discontinuity (RD) methods have gained widespread acceptance in program evaluation in both developed and developing country settings (see inter alia Thistlewaite and Campbell 1960; van der Klaauw 2002, 2008; Buddlemeyer and Skoufias 2004; Imbens and Lemieux 2008). While we will not review the technical details of RD methods here, it is worthwhile sketching the intuition of this approach. Imagine a situation in which assignment to treatment depends on a single “forcing” variable, and in particular being above some cutoff of that variable. For example, in Ozier (2011) scores on a standardized national exam are used to determine high school admission and the probability of admission rises sharply at the national mean.

Assuming that the only discontinuous change at the cutoff is the probability of exposure to the treatment (i.e., that either you are assigned to the treatment on one side of the cutoff and not on the other or that the probability of being assigned to the treatment jumps at the cutoff), then looking in a neighborhood of the cutoff an individual just above and just below the cutoff should be essentially identical except for exposure to the treatment. In particular, the assumptions are that the distribution of observed and unobserved covariates is continuous at cutoff, that no other treatments are assigned using the same cutoff, and that agents are unable to manipulate their value of the forcing variable. The essence of the assumption in RD is that the cutoff for assignment to treatment is at least locally arbitrary with respect to other economic variables, i.e., that there is no other economically relevant economic variable that changes at the specific cutoff in the forcing variable other than the treatment.
In the context of our discussion in Section 2, RD is very much a method that is estimating $ATE_X$ rather than $ATE$, where $i \in E$ is defined by individuals in a neighborhood of the cutoff. RD identifies the treatment effect only for those individuals who find themselves just above or just below the cutoff in the forcing variable.

In the terms of the second step (the assumptions needed to identify $ATE_X$ in the sample), RD requires a little more than a true experiment. Rather than ensuring random assignment through experimental design, in RD we must make key identifying assumptions. While the plausibility of these assumptions will vary depending on the context, one of the virtues of the RD approach is that the these assumptions can be corroborated or tested, at least in part.

The assumption that individuals are not manipulating their value of the forcing variable in order to opt into or out of treatment can be in part tested by looking for evidence of manipulation in the density of the forcing variable. For example, if a poverty score cutoff is used to determine eligibility for many social assistance programs, then it is likely that individuals will find a way to manipulate their poverty scores and that we will see a bunching up of the poverty distribution just below the poverty threshold. Indeed this has been shown for Colombia’s SISBEN (Camacho and Conover 2011; see also Miller et al. 2009, and for a formalization of this test McCrary 2008). In contrast, in Ozier (2011), the threshold of the test score at which students’ chances of high school admission jump discontinuously is based on the mean of the test score; if this is stable over time it might be known quite precisely and possibly manipulated. If instead the mean is sufficiently variable, it would be difficult for students to fine tune their test scores in order to manipulate their chances of admission.

The assumption that covariates do not jump discontinuously at the same threshold used to assign the treatment can be tested for observed covariates by looking at the distribution of the covariates in the neighborhood of the threshold. For example Ozier (2011) shows that mothers’ and fathers’ education do not jump at the threshold in test scores where admission to high school jumps. Of course, for unobserved covariates this assumption cannot be tested and remains just that, an assumption.

Figure 1 summarizes the relationship between RD, randomized trials, and IV with respect to internal and external validity. Experiments through design and control in implementation typically offer the highest degree of internal validity. At the same time, in principle an experiment can be conducted on many populations, not just the individuals who happen to be at the cutoff of the forcing variable, and so even feasible experiments potentially offer greater external validity than RD. RD in turn has greater internal validity than IV, in the sense that many of the key identifying assumptions can be tested or corroborated in the data. Its external validity is more difficult to compare to IV. While RD and IV both identify
“local” treatment effects, for RD the local sub-population can be identified (i.e., those individuals just above and below the threshold in the forcing variable) while the population of compliers for whom IV identifies the treatment effect cannot be identified.\(^5\)

### 3.3 Direct Matching Methods

The idea behind direct matching methods is closely related to regression discontinuity. Beginning with an RD-type assignment rule, which depends on a single forcing variable, consider a more general assignment mechanism that is a potentially non-linear and stochastic function of the forcing variable \(X\), \(\Pr(T_i=1|X_i)=f(X_i)\); for example the probability of treatment could decrease in the forcing variable. The key assumption of matching is that conditional on \(X\) (whether univariate or multidimensional) individuals with \(X_i=X_0\) have the same probability of assignment to treatment [i.e., \(f(X_0)\)] and whether they are treated or untreated is a matter of random chance, hence essentially an experiment.

The essential difference between experiments and non-experiments is that in the former individuals’ probability of assignment to treatment is known (specified in the experimental design) whereas in a non-experiment it is assumed to be a function of a vector of pre-treatment covariates, also known as the selection on observables assumption (Heckman and Robb 1985). Assignment to treatment can depend on unobservables to the extent these are uncorrelated with potential outcomes. The plausibility of the selection on observables assumption depends on the context. When the process of selection into treatment is well understood and the relevant variables observed, the assumption is plausible and matching has the same internal validity as an experiment. For example Diaz and Handa (2006) show that, since PROGRESSA is targeted using community and individual poverty measures, matching on a broad set of community and household poverty and demographic measures replicates the experimentally estimated treatment impact of the program.

Instead, in situations in which unobservables (i.e., variables that are relevant for selection into treatment and the outcome of interest and that are inherently difficult to observe or simply not available in the researcher’s data set) are believed to be important, matching is not likely to yield internally valid estimates. Again, Diaz and Handa (2006) show that a comparison group drawn from survey similar to the one used in PROGRESSA is better able to replicate the experimentally estimated treatment effect than a comparison group drawn from surveys

---

\(^5\) Although the population of compliers cannot be directly identified in the data, it is possible to characterize this population to some extent; e.g., their proportion of the total population.
using a different survey instrument. In this case, the unobservable factor is the difference in measurement of the relevant variables. In other instances, the unobservable could simply be a key, missing covariate (see also the discussion in Heckman et al. 1999 and Dehejia and Wahba 1999, 2002).

The best matching applications use knowledge of the specific context of the application to make the case for selection on observables, and a variety of studies have tried to demonstrate which observables are key determinants of selection into treatment in different contexts. While the internal validity of matching rests on an assumption, its strength is that the method can be applied to any data set; hence it has a high degree of external validity.

As a matter of practice, matching on a single variable is straightforward. Some standard methods include: one to one matching (match a given treated unit to the comparison unit with the closest value of \( X \), with or without replacement); one to \( n \) matching (match each treated unit to the \( n \) closest comparison units, with or without replacement); radius matching (match each treated unit to the comparison units within a radius defined on \( X \)); and kernel matching (match each treated unit to nearby comparison units with weights determined by a kernel).

The greater challenge is when matching is carried out with a multivalued \( X \). The most intuitive method is to use a distance metric to map \( X \) into a single Euclidian distance, and then match on that distance. But as shown by Abadie and Imbens (2006) standard matching methods are inconsistent when matching is carried out on more than two continuous covariates. Fortunately, Abadie and Imbens also propose a bias-corrected matching estimator.

In Figure 1, we compare direct matching to RD, IV, and RCT’s. Since matching can be carried out on large-scale representative and survey data sets, it offers the possibility of a greater degree of external validity than RD, IV, and feasible experiments (of course an ideal – but rarely feasible – experiment on a representative population could have the same degree of external validity as matching), but its internal validity is potentially lower since it rests on the assumption of selection on observables, which is both stronger and less amenable to testing than the underlying assumptions of the other three methods.

3.4 Propensity Score Matching and Extensions

Propensity score matching is closely related to direct matching on covariates. Indeed, one can think of it as a method for converting direct matching on a vector of covariates into direct matching on a scalar. The key insight, due to Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), is that rather than conditioning on the entire vector of covariates that determines (the probability of) assignment to treatment, one can directly
condition on the probability of assignment to treatment. For individuals with the same probability of assignment to treatment which individuals are treated and which are not is a matter of random chance.

Two sets of issues arise in implementing propensity score matching. First, how to estimate the propensity score. A variety of methods have been proposed, although the most common are probit or logit functional forms in conjunction with specification tests (see Dehejia and Wahba 1999; Shaikh et al. 2009; Huber 2011). Second, how to use the propensity score in an estimator. As suggested above, the intuitive choice is to use the estimated propensity score in one of the univariate matching methods listed in Section 3.3. An alternative choice is to use the propensity score as a weight in a linear regression (see Dehejia and Wahba 1997; Wooldridge 2001; Hirano et al. 2003; Busso et al. 2009). The advantage of weighting is that it is an efficient estimator and that it shoehorns the propensity score into the easily-implemented framework of regression analysis. The disadvantage is the potential of significant misspecification and small sample bias, although the extent of this concern is a matter of some debate (see Frölich 2004; Busso et al. 2009).6

The key advantage of propensity matching with respect to direct matching is that it eschews the bias of direct matching estimators, and hence achieves a greater degree of internal validity. (Bias-corrected direct matching offers an alternative to direct matching with many of the virtues of propensity score matching; see Abadie and Imbens 2006) This is depicted in Figure 1.

Propensity score matching methods have found wide application within development economics. For example Jalan and Ravallion (2003) use propensity score matching to estimate the impact of piped water on children’s health in India. They argue that it is important to match on both village and individual-level characteristic because selection into piped water occurs at both levels: first a village has to be connected (e.g., predicted by size of the village or having access to a paved road) and then an individual has to opt in (e.g., predicted by living in an electrified home or a female-headed household). See Behrman et al. (2004) and Godtlund et al. (2004) for other examples.

4 Regression-Based Methods

In this section we discuss methods that are implemented using linear regressions, albeit with different identifying assumptions. Although the methods discussed in

6 The particular concern is in that highly unbalanced samples, there could be a number of observations with near zero or near one probability of assignment to treatment, and, depending on the weighting scheme, these can get a very high weight.
the previous section can be reformulated in a regression framework, conceptually their identifying assumptions are more closely related to randomized experiments; indeed, regression discontinuity, instrumental variables, and matching explicitly try to recreate or exploit naturally occurring circumstances that create the advantages of randomized trials. In this section we instead discuss a set of methods that are more naturally understood directly within the regression framework.

4.1 Linear Regression

The most natural evaluation estimator, at least for economists, is a linear regression of the form:

$$Y_i = \alpha + \beta X_i + \delta T_i + \epsilon_i.$$ 

The most widely discussed challenge with this estimator is the problem of sample selection bias, namely that assignment to treatment, $T_i$, might depend on variables not captured in $X$, hence creating a correlation between $T$ and $\epsilon$ and a bias in the ordinary least squares estimate of the regression. In this sense, sample selection bias can be reformulated as a selection on unobservables or omitted variables problem.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the severity of selection on unobservables, or the plausibility of selection on observables, is very much context dependent. For example in labor training programs in the US it has been shown that selection on observable factors such as labor market conditions and work history can be more important than unobservables (Heckman et al. 1998, 1999); while this is a context-specific conclusion it does illustrate the plausibility of the selection on observables assumption in some applications.

Even if we accept the selection on observables assumption, then a second assumption embedded in the regression approach is linearity. While this refers specifically to the linearity of the regression function, in the evaluation context the key question is the extent to which the pretreatment covariates, $X$, differ between the treatment group and comparison groups. For example, Lalonde (1986) finds that linear regressions are unable to control for differences between the treatment and comparison groups in a setting where these groups differ by more than five standard deviations for some covariates. A lack of overlap in the covariates implies that the treatment effect is being estimated by an extrapolation based on the linear functional form. In contrast, the matching methods discussed in Section 3 make no such assumption on linearity, and equally importantly the process of specification search associated with matching often leads to
the discovery of important non-linearities and overlap problems (see for example Dehejia and Wahba 2002). As a result, in Figure 1, we denote regression methods as having lower internal validity than matching methods. At the same time since regressions can be run on the full sample of a data set (rather than simply the set of matched treatment and comparison units in matching), we denote it has having potentially greater external validity than matching. There are three responses to the assumption of linearity required for regression methods. First, one can test for overlap in the covariates between the treatment group and comparison groups; if there is considerable overlap then there is a lesser degree of extrapolation and the estimated treatment impact should be less sensitive to the choice of functional form. Several tests are possible, ranging from a simple comparison of means for each covariate to comparing the estimated propensity score across treatment and comparison groups (see Dehejia and Wahba 1999, 2002). Second, one can use matching methods, which explicitly do not assume a linear relationship between the covariates and the outcome. Third, one can use non-parametric regression methods, which we discuss in the next section.

4.2 The Non-Parametric Approach

In some ways the most natural response to the problem of overlap or non-linearity in the covariates, even if one is willing to assume selection on observables, is to use non-parametric regression estimators, such as the kernel or series estimator. See for example the pioneering work of Deaton (e.g., Deaton 1989; see also Hahn 1998 and Li et al. 2009). The evident advantage of this is that it allows the data to choose the most appropriate non-linear functional form.

A classic example of this approach is Subramanian and Deaton (1996). Subramanian and Deaton examine the relationship between nutrition, as measured by calorie consumption, and a household’s economic status, measured by household expenditure. While this question can be formulated in the framework of Section 3, this would not be the most natural approach. The data do not offer a natural source of exogenous variation in food prices to use an experimental...
or experimentally inspired framework. At the same time, the goal is specifically to understand the relationship between expenditure and calorie consumption for a range of values, not just a local effect at whichever point one might have exogenous variation. Their analysis illustrates the rich rewards of this approach, since the relationship turns out to be non-linear and vary meaningfully at different levels of economic status. For example, they find that the elasticity of calories declines gradually with increasing economic status, but that substitution between food categories is less important for the poor than the better off.

The advantage of this approach is that, setting aside problems of self-selection or endogeneity, the lack of functional form assumptions yields conclusions with a high degree of internal validity. At same time, in settings where endogeneity or selection into treatment are paramount concerns, this method does not in itself offer a solution. In this sense, the natural comparison is to matching methods. If one is comfortable with the selection on observables assumption, then both methods can yield internally valid estimates of treatment impacts, with two key differences. First, matching methods are naturally set up to estimate treatment impacts, so from binary or more generally discrete treatments, whereas non-parametric regression methods are more useful for continuous treatments or variables of interest. Second, as with direct matching (although unlike propensity score matching), non-parametric methods are subject to the curse of dimensionality; that is these methods are not easy to implement and lack appealing properties when there are a large number of covariates.

Hence, in Figure 1, we depict non-parametric methods as having the same relative merits as direct matching methods.

### 4.3 Difference-in-Differences Estimators

One of the most widely used regression-based estimators is the difference-in-differences (diff-in-diffs) estimator (see Duflo 2001 for an example). The idea behind this method is to use both cross-sectional and time-series variation to relax the assumptions needed for plausible identification of the treatment effect. In particular, rather than trying to find the ideal cross-sectional comparison group, a diff-in-diffs estimator uses a comparison group that can differ in levels from the treatment group but has the same time trend. The within-treatment group, pre-post treatment comparison is used to estimate the impact of the treatment, which is disentangled from the underlying time trend by using the within-comparison group, pre-post comparison.

Returning to Duflo (2001), the intensity of school building in Indonesia varied by region and over time. This allows Duflo to use the low-intensity-school-building
regions as comparisons for regions where more schools were built. Diff-in-diffs does not require the assumption that the treatment and comparison regions are similar in the pre-period; instead it allows them to differ up to an additive fixed effect in the pre-period but assumes that absent treatment two sets of regions would have had the same time trend in the outcome.

In this sense, diff-in-diffs has a greater degree of internal validity than a simple regression approach. Its external validity is similar, in the sense that both methods use widely available (and often representative) data sets. To the extent that diff-in-diffs is often used in situations with large-scale policy variation, external validity relates to the comparability of treated and untreated jurisdictions, e.g., New Jersey and Pennsylvania in Card and Krueger’s classic minimum wage paper (Card and Krueger 1994) or the regions with different patterns of school building in Duflo (2001).

In Figure 1, diff-in-diffs is depicted as having the same degree of external validity as, but greater internal validity than, an OLS linear-regression approach since it relaxes key assumptions of the latter approach. It is more difficult to rank the internal validity of diff-in-diffs and matching methods. In many applications, the diff-in-diffs common-time-trend assumption is testable (e.g., if there is more than 1 year of pre-intervention data on the treatment and comparison groups), but at the same time diff-in-diffs still relies on the linearity assumption (by assuming that group and time differences drop out with first differencing). Direct matching does not rely on linearity, but does rely on the selection on observables assumption. Thus in Figure 1 we depict them as having the same degree of internal validity, although this will of course depend on the application and which of these assumptions is more plausible. It is also worth noting that matching methods can be combined with differencing (see for example Smith and Todd 2005).

5 Meta-Issues

In this section we address a set of issues that are faced both by experimental and non-experimental methods and by each of the non-experimental approaches addressed above.

5.1 Replication: All Knowledge Is Local Until It’s Not

While we have argued that the range of experimental and non-experimental methods discussed above are likely to have differing degrees of external validity,
it is worth considering the implications of the obvious fact that every feasible analysis is externally valid only to some extent. In the context of development economics, randomized controlled trials are rarely (and reasonably) implemented on the full population of policy interest. While non-experimental methods are more likely to use data representative at the national level, issues of comparability over time and to other countries remain a concern.

Since no one feasible study is likely to be able to provide both externally and internally valid results for an intervention of interest for a population of interest, I would argue for the central importance of “external” replication (see also Hammersmeh 2007). Whereas replication usually refers to rerunning experiments in settings identical to the original experiment (which we could call “internal” replication), external replication takes on two forms. First, applying the same research design (either an experimental protocol or non-experimental specification) to a different population. Second, applying a different research design to address the same question.

External replication can be used both to test formally and to substantiate informally the external validity of a finding. In the context of experiments, the most natural question is whether the treatment effect in the population (individuals, organization, jurisdiction) that was willing to participate in an experiment differs from the population of interest. While experiments in development economics use an impressive array of subjects (e.g., compared to the standard lab rats in biomedical research; see Martin et al. 2010), they still cannot span the full population of interest. Likewise in non-experimental studies, not all data sets are representative of the population of interest, and even when they are they will rarely be from the same point in time. For example, in the context of labor training programs in the US, Heckman et al. (1999) have argued that local labor market conditions are very important for external validity in evaluating labor training programs.

While it is natural for researchers to focus on producing the “perfect” study, this line of reasoning suggests a complementary view: that it is important to produce many good pieces of evidence from a wide range of contexts.

### 5.2 Meta-Analysis

One response to the proposal in the previous section is to aggregate studies on the same question in a formal meta-analysis. As with replication, meta-analysis is more common in the medical field where studies are frequently repeated in different populations. The advantage of meta-analysis is that it tackles head on the question of how the treatment effect in a given study is affected by various
features of the analysis and research sample. The two key challenges are that it requires a sufficient number of studies, and that studies within a meta-analysis have to be broadly comparable to a degree that is not very common within micro-empirical economics.

The most common use of meta-analysis in the development economics literature has been to summarize large and contradictory macro-empirical literatures. For example, there are a plethora of results on relationship between development assistance and economic growth, ranging from negative to neutral to positive. Doucouliagos and Paldam (2008) review sixty-eight comparable papers that find no systematic evidence of positive link. Just as in primary research, meta-analysis is not without its own methodological and interpretative debates. Mekasha and Tarp (2011) revisit this question and reach a more positive conclusion from the literature.

5.3 Publication Bias

One challenge of replication and meta-analysis is that it relies on the dissemination of both positive and negative findings. The wider dissemination of working papers through the internet has alleviated to some extent the problem of publication bottlenecks and lags, but does not directly address the problem that positive findings are more likely to be written, circulated, and eventually published (e.g., Delong and Lang 1992). One could argue that publication bias is more severe in non-experimental studies because of the emerging tradition for journals to publish even negative experimental results [e.g., going back to the Glewwe et al. (2009) finding of the ineffectiveness of textbooks in classrooms in Kenya]. On the other hand, one could argue that experiments are more subject to meta-selection bias: selection not of assignment into treatment, but of the settings in which experiments are implemented (see Alcott 2012).

5.4 The Lucas Critique

One of the most famous critiques of the use econometric methods for policy evaluation is the Lucas (1976) critique. Is this critique more or less relevant for any of the estimators discussed here? At one level, all of the methods discussed in this paper use data that embody choices made in response to a particular policy variation to estimate its impact and to reach general conclusions on a policy’s potential efficacy. If agents make different choices in the policy-relevant context, then these methods can be equally misleading.
But a more nuanced assessment requires consideration of the specific mechanisms at play. If for example the concern were that the large-scale rollout of a program could lead to macro effects attenuating (or amplifying) the evaluation of a small-scale demonstration, then this would favor a large-scale evaluation, whether experimental or non-experimental. At some level, this can be related back to external validity and the observation that it is often easier to evaluate large-scale (e.g., national- or even international-level) policy changes using non-experimental data; it is also true that the previous discussion of internal validity is equally relevant.

6 Conclusion: The Porous Dialectic

There has been much debate within the field of development and in economics more broadly on the relative merits of experimental and non-experimental methods. These alternatives are sometimes perceived as mutually exclusive choices. But I would argue that there are three senses in which it is more productive to consider the complementarities between these approaches.

First, while an ideal experiment has the virtue that data analysis can be confined to differences in means, experiments can in reality be subject to flaws in execution and design. Furthermore, even when well executed there can be legitimate random variation in exposure to and implementation of the treatment. Non-experimental adjustment can help to mitigate bias and improve efficiency in experiments (e.g., Rosenbaum 1995; Barnard et al. 2003; Gelman et al. 2005; Dehejia 2003; Flores and Mitnik 2013). For example, regression or matching methods can be used to control for random or implementation-failure-related differences in covariates between the treatment and control groups or simply to improve ex post efficiency. Likewise random effects methods, along with regression analysis, can be used to assess the significance of variation in treatment implementation (e.g., Dehejia 2003).

Second, non-experimental studies can be informed by a design philosophy in the spirit of experimental design (e.g., Rubin 2005, 2008). In particular, just as an experimental researcher is forced to specify the experimental protocol in advance of the execution of a randomized trial, a non-experimental researcher can also follow a set of transparent protocols in designing an observational study. Among these is selecting the specification or comparison units based on pre-treatment covariates and a transparent statement of the identifying assumptions along with a reasoned defense of their plausibility within the context of the specific application.
Third, in thinking of evaluation as an accretion of knowledge rather than the design of a single study, experiments and non-experiments offer an array of methods – each with strengths and weaknesses – which represent different opportunities to learn about the impact of a program.
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